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The President Calls And We Will Answer
posted 15 hours ago by Trumpmas  +6983 / -0

I am 57 years old and I have never been to a political rally in my life. But my wife and I are HUGE pedes and we
have just made our reservations to come from Atlanta. We will vote the day before in the Senate runoffn (we're not
doing early voting to help the effort to conceal our numbers from the bad guys) and we will see you all in
Washington D.C. on the 6th! MAGA!
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There needs to come a time when we stop being so nice to these people. I would not be surprised if the majority of
crime in America is from leftists so they're used to ignoring laws but the law abiding citizens have to be willing to
ignore these laws or else the crooked democrats and republicans too will continue to fuck us over, time and time
again. Having a big rally is all well and good but people would need to storm into the capital building and literally
disrupt everything.
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That does not require violence, it just requires the backbone and spine to stand up against these people and also
everyone needs to remember that police are not your friend. There are more good cops than bad cops but you can't
be against pushing through police if needed to make a clear and resounding message heard. If people just march,
protest, grab megaphones, give speeches and go back to their hotels then it's a big complete fucking waste of time.

Again, violence is not needed nor preferred but marching on the streets will still get people ignored by these
criminal politicians. They all talk the good talk and most of them never back any of it up. Politicians have
controlled who counts votes, who chooses electors that then get to choose who to vote for and they can become
faithless electors and vote against election results so even in a normal election, the politicians still fully control the
outcomes. Most never go too far because they want to continue being elected back into office for decades and get
rich off of us.

If people don't march into the capital building and literally disrupt everything and stop it then it's really just a waste
of time and all for show, the silly marches. Do people want to have feel good moments or make real change?
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